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Scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) allows for nanoscale-
resolved Infrared (IR) and Terahertz (THz) imaging, and thus has manifold applications
ranging from materials to biosciences. However, a quantitatively accurate understanding of
image contrast formation at materials boundaries, and thus spatial resolution is a
surprisingly unexplored terrain. Here we introduce the write/read head of a commercial
hard disk drive (HDD) as a most suitable test sample for fundamental studies, given its
well-defined sharp material boundaries perpendicular to its ultra-smooth surface. We
obtain unprecedented and unexpected insights into the s-SNOM image formation process,
free of topography-induced artifacts that often mask and artificially modify the pure near-
field optical contrast. Across metal-dielectric boundaries, we observe non-point-symmetric
line profiles for both IR and THz illumination, which are fully corroborated by numerical
simulations. We explain our findings by a sample-dependent confinement and screening of
the near fields at the tip apex, which will be of crucial importance for an accurate
understanding and proper interpretation of high-resolution s-SNOM images of
nanocomposite materials. We also demonstrate that with ultra-sharp tungsten tips the
apparent width (and thus resolution) of sharp material boundaries can be reduced to about
5 nm.
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Scattering-type scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy (s-SNOM)1 is a scanning probe
technique for visible, infrared, and terahertz imaging and spectroscopy with nanoscale spatial
resolution. It has proven large application potential ranging from materials characterization2,3 to
biosciences.4,5 In s-SNOM, a metalized atomic force microscope (AFM) tip is illuminated with p-
polarized light. The tip acts as an antenna and concentrates the illumination at its apex to a near-
field spot on the scale of the apex radius. When brought into close proximity to a sample, the
near field interacts with the sample and modifies the tip-scattered field6. By recording the tip-
scattered field while scanning the sample, a near-field image is obtained. It is generally accepted
that essentially the tip’s apex radius determines the achievable resolution, which is typically in
the range of a few tens of nanometers.7,8 Although the resolution is a key parameter in s-SNOM -
as in any other microscopy technique - it has been barely studied in detail experimentally.
The spatial resolution in microscopy is often evaluated by measuring the width of a typically
point-symmetric line profile across the sharp boundary between two different materials.9-11 Such
line profiles can be considered as the so-called Edge Response Function (ERF). The
characteristic width w of the ERF can be determined via its derivative, which is also known as
the Line Spread Function (LSF). The LSF represents the image of a line-like object and is
typically a bell-shaped symmetric function centered at the material boundary. The width of the
typically a bell-shaped symmetric function centered at the material boundary. The width of the
LSF determines according to a specific criterion such as the Rayleigh or Sparrow.12
In s-SNOM experiments, w (often interpreted as the spatial resolution in analogy to other
microscopy techniques), is typically measured directly in line profile recorded across the
boundary13-16 or via its derivative17. Values as small as w = 10 to 40 nm (evaluated using different
criteria) have been reported for a broad spectral range extending from visible to terahertz
frequencies.13,14,18 However, the boundary between two different materials typically exhibits a
step in topography, which challenges the reliable evaluation of w due to tip-sample
convolution,19-22 potentially resulting in a large over- or underestimation. To tackle this problem,
a sample with a well-defined sharp material boundary but without topographic features is highly
desired.19,20
Here we introduce the read/write head of a hard disk drive (HDD) as a truly topography-free
resolution test sample, exhibiting nanoscale-defined metal-dielectric boundaries perpendicular to
its ultra-smooth surface. It serves as an analogue to the knife-edge test target10,11 in classical
optical microscopy and allows for detailed analysis of the s-SNOM image contrast with metal
tips of apex radii down to 3 nm. We demonstrate that with these tips the ERF width (evaluated as
full width half maximum of the corresponding LSF) w can be smaller than 5 nm. We further find,
surprisingly, that the derivative of the ERF in s-SNOM is generally an asymmetric function. Its
width depends on the side of the material boundary where it is evaluated. On the metal side, we
find an unexpectedly short near-field probing range that can be one order of magnitude below the
tip apex diameter, which we explain by screening of the tip’s near field by a metal sample. We
corroborate our results by numerical simulations and discuss the implications of our findings for
the interpretation of s-SNOM images in general.
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematics of the THz and IR s-SNOM setup. AFM, atomic force microscope; FM,
flip mirror; BS, beam splitter; PM, parabolic mirror; D1, IR detector; D2, THz detector. The inset
shows a STEM image of a cross section of our sample, which consists of the edge of a magnetic
shield structure in a read/write HDD head.
 
 
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup and the HDD read/write-head sample. For measurements
we utilized a commercial s-SNOM (Neaspec GmbH). The tip was illuminated by either a CO2 (λ1
= 9.3 μm) or a THz (λ2 = 158 μm) laser beam with the polarization plane parallel to the tips axis.
The tip acts as an antenna and concentrates the incoming radiation at the tip apex. In close
proximity to a sample, the near fields interact with a sample and modify the tip-scattered field.
The tip-scattered light is recorded by detector D1 (IR) or D2 (THz), and contains information
about the local optical properties of the sample. An interferometric detection scheme, operated in
synthetic optical holography (SOH) mode,23 enables the recording of both amplitude s and phase
φ images. For background suppression, the tip is oscillated vertically at a frequency Ω and the
tip-scattered signal is demodulated at higher harmonics n of the cantilever oscillation frequency
Ω, yielding background-free near-field amplitude sn and phase φn images.
 
 
For evaluating the resolution of the setup employing different tips, we use the read/write head of
a commercial HDD as resolution test sample, and more specifically the edge of one of its
magnetic shield structures. The lower left inset in Fig. 1 shows a false color Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) image of a cross section of the sample. The contrast
in the image lets us recognize sharply separated areas of metal (marked yellow) and dielectric
material (marked green). According to the manufacturer of the HDD,24 the metal is Permalloy
(Fe/Ni 20/80), and the dielectric is Al2O3. Further, we observe in the STEM image a dielectric
capping layer of around 1.5 nm covering the metal, and thus also the material boundary. Most
importantly for s-SNOM imaging, the STEM image shows that the sample surface is smooth
down to the sub-nm scale, even in the sample area, where the material changes abruptly.
 
 
 
Figure 2: s-SNOM measurements on the resolution test sample. a) AFM topography and IR s-
SNOM amplitude s4 (λ = 9.3 μm) images of sample. b) Topography line profile extracted along
the dashed line in a). c,d) Measured IR and THz near-field amplitude contrast sn/sn,met line profiles
(average of 20) for harmonics n = 2 to 4 (black dots), and their respective fits using the integral
of an asymmetric Lorentzian as described in text (green/blue lines). Tapping amplitude A = 25
nm, tip radius r = 20 nm. The curves are vertically offset for better visibility. e) Derivative (solid
line) of the fit of the s4 line profile (dashed line) taken from panel d). f,g) HWHM γM(D) of the
derivatives of line profile fits in c) and d) on the metal and dielectric side, respectively.
 
 
Figure 2 shows the s-SNOM imaging results of the material boundary. As near-field probe we
employed an 80 µm long Pt/Ir tip (Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology, RM), operated at A = 25
nm tapping amplitude. We used long RM tips rather than standard cantilevered Pt/Ir-coated AFM
tips (around 10 µm long) because of their better performance as near-field probes in the THz
spectral range.25,26 The RM tip radius of r = 23 nm is comparable to the standard metal-coated
tips utilized in s-SNOM. We first recorded a topography image of the sample (Fig. 2a), from
which we extracted a line profile (Fig. 2b) along the black dashed line. The line profile shows a
maximum topography variation of 4 Ångstrom, which confirms the flatness of the sample.
Simultaneously with topography, we recorded IR (32 THz) and THz (1.89 THz) s-SNOM
amplitude images from s2 to s4. As an example, we show in Fig. 2a the IR s4 image. We observe
two regions with high and low near-field amplitude signal, which lets us recognize the metal and
dielectric material, respectively.13,15
dielectric material, respectively.13,15
 
To analyze the s-SNOM signal transition across the material boundary, we averaged 20 line
profiles for each of the IR and THz images s2 to s4 (see Methods).  The averaging ensures an
accurate measurement of the apparent width of the material boundary, as individual line profiles
can exhibit an untypically small or large width due to noise (see supplementary information).
The averaged line profiles (black dots) are shown in Fig. 2c and d. In agreement with former
observations, we observe that (i) the near-field contrast (i.e. the ratio between the near-field
signal on metal and on dielectric material) increases for increasing demodulation orders n27-29 and
(ii) the contrast is higher for the IR than for THz. In order to better visualize the effect of
demodulation order and on the near-field contrast, we show in the Supporting Information S4 the
same line profiles as in Fig. 2c and d, but not vertically offset. The difference between the IR and
THz material contrast can be attributed to frequency-dependent dielectric permittivities of the
sample. Most important, and not having been recognized in previous s-SNOM experiments, the
line profiles in Fig. 2c and d are not point-symmetric, which we will study and discuss in the
following.
 
The asymmetric line profiles require a careful analysis in order to properly interpret the s-SNOM
contrast at material boundaries. As a first step towards this goal, we approximate the line profiles
by the empirically found fit function:
 
,
 
with fit parameters (interface position) and b (vertical offset). To account for the asymmetry of
the line profiles, the fit parameters and assume different values for the metal () and the dielectric
() sides; the continuity of and its derivative across the material interface are further enforced.
These fits are shown as green and blue solid curves in Fig. 2c and d, excellently matching the
experimental data. In the Supporting Information S2 we show a fitting of the line profiles with a
symmetric function. We find that the agreement between data and fits are much worse, showing
that indeed asymmetric fitting is required to correctly analyze the experimental line profiles. We
next use these fits to quantify the asymmetry of the line profile. To that end, we calculate the
derivative of the fit function , which is given by a piecewise Lorentzian (exemplarily shown in
Fig. 2e for the IR s4 line profile):
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with different half width at half maxima (HWHM) γM(D) for the metal and the dielectric sides.
Note that in the context of this work, we call this derivative the Line Spread Function (LSF) in
analogy to the general concepts of resolution in classical optical microscopy as described in the
introduction. The bar diagrams in Figs. 2f and g summarize the different values for γ of the IR
and THz measurements for demodulations orders n = 2, 3, 4. We find that the γD are about three
to four times larger than the γM, quantifying the significant asymmetry of the line profiles. The
total material boundary width w, defined as w = γM + γD, decreases from 23.5 nm to 16.5 nm (IR
line profile) and from 41 nm to 26.5 nm (THz line profile) when the demodulation order
increases from n = 2 to an = 4 (Fig. 2f,g). The sharpening of the material boundary by higher-
harmonic demodulation and the values for w agree well with previous studies,28,30,31 which,
however, did not recognize the asymmetry of the profiles. Our quantitative analysis further
shows that the material boundary is located not exactly central to the signal transition (see further
discussion below), which is critical when a precise localization of material boundary form s-
SNOM profiles is desired. The analysis also shows that a significant near-field signal tail into one
material does not necessarily indicate unidirectional material gradient, for example caused by
unidirectional material diffusion. Our results clearly show that asymmetric line profiles with
substantial levels of asymmetry can occur at well-defined sharp material boundaries, a fact that
seems to be intrinsic to the near-field interaction and probing process. We will elucidate this
phenomenon below.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: s-SNOM resolution test measurements for different probe sizes at 32 THz. a) Near-
field amplitude contrast s4 /s4,met line profiles recorded with ultra-sharp W tip (r = 3 nm) (red dots)
and commercial Pt/Ir tip (r = 25 nm) (green dots, same data as in Fig. 2c) at A = 25 nm tapping
amplitude. The green and red solid lines show the respective fits on the data. The upper right and
lower left inset shows an SEM image of the W-tip and Pt/IR-tip, respectively. The curves are
vertically offset for improved representation. b) Near-field amplitude contrast s4 /s4,met line
profiles and their respective fits recorded with ultra-sharp W tip (r = 3 nm) (red) and commercial
Pt/Ir tip (r = 25 nm) (green) at A = 12 nm tapping amplitude. c) γM(D) evaluated for the line
profiles recorded with the W- and Pt/Ir-tips at A = 25 nm and A = 12 nm tapping amplitudes.
 
 
To reduce the perceived width w of the material boundary in the s-SNOM line profile, i.e. to
increase the spatial resolution, we employed Focused Ion Beam (FIB) machining to fabricate
Tungsten (W) tips with a reduced tip radius of only r = 3 nm (see upper right SEM image in Fig.
3).8,25,32,33 Utilizing the ultra-sharp full-metal W probes, we recorded line profiles across the
material boundary at 32 THz illumination and a tapping amplitude of A = 25 nm. The red dots in
Fig. 3a show the s4 line profile (average of 50 profiles, see Methods) and the corresponding fit
(red curve). For comparison we show the line profile obtained with the Pt/Ir probe (green; same
data and fit as in Fig. 2c). By measuring γM(D) for both line profiles (summarized in Fig. 3c), we
find that w is reduced by more than a factor of two when the W-tip is used. The improvement,
however, is surprisingly small, considering that the tip radius of the W tip is around eight times
smaller than that of the Pt/Ir tip. We attribute this finding to the relatively large tapping amplitude
of A = 25 nm, which is comparable to the radius of the Pt/Ir tip (r = 25 nm) but much larger than
the radius of the W tip (r = 3 nm). According to previous studies,28,34 the width w can be
improved by reducing the tapping amplitude. We thus recorded a line profile using both the Pt/Ir
and W tip with a reduced tapping amplitude of A = 12 nm (green and red data in Fig. 3b,
and W tip with a reduced tapping amplitude of A = 12 nm (green and red data in Fig. 3b,
respectively). The resulting values for γM(D) are shown in Fig. 3c. For the Pt/Ir tip, we measure w
= 16.5 nm, which is comparable to that of the line profile at larger tapping amplitude A = 25. For
the W-tip the width w of the material boundary decreases further, to about 5 nm, which clearly
demonstrates that ultra-sharp metal tips can push the s-SNOM resolution well below 10 nm. We
note that this reduction is mainly caused by the reduced γD of the LSF on the dielectric side of
the material boundary. On the metal side, the 1.5 nm-thick dielectric capping layer makes the
metal/dielectric boundary a subsurface object (SEM image; Fig. 1), for which the resolution is
well known to be diminished compared to objects directly at the surface.28,35 It also has to be
noted that numerous experiments reliably reveal a decrease of the sn-signal with decreasing tip
diameter, which requires averaging of several line profiles to obtain sufficiently high signal to
noise ratios. We attribute this behavior to the stronger localization of the near field for sharper tip
apices and thus the reduction of the sample volume participating in the near-field interaction with
the tip, which is not compensated by the increased field enhancement at sharper tip apices.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Numerical simulation of IR s-SNOM line profiles. a) Sketch of the geometry. A tip
with apex radius r = 25 nm and length 8 µm is placed above a sample consisting of metal on the
left (x < 0 nm) and dielectric material on the right (x > 0 nm) side. The material boundary is at x
= 0. b) Simulated (blue curve) and measured (green dots, same data as in Fig. 2c) s-SNOM
amplitude signal contrast s4(xt)/ s4,met(xt) for a tapping amplitude A = 25 nm for different tip
positions xt relative to the material boundary. c) Electric near-field distribution below the tip
apex for different tip positions xt in the xy-plane (z = 0 nm) and xz-plane (y = 0 nm) for tip-
sample separation of 1 nm. The arrow marks the material boundary. d) Profile of the simulated
electric near-field distribution along the x-axis when the tip is placed above the dielectric
material (black curve) (xt = 100 nm). Fit of a Lorentzian function (red curve) to the simulated
near-field profile.
 
 
In Figure 4 we show results of a numerical study, which aims at corroborating and understanding
the asymmetry of the s-SNOM line profiles observed in our experimental study (Figures 2 and
3). We performed numerical full-wave simulations of the s-SNOM imaging process using the
3). We performed numerical full-wave simulations of the s-SNOM imaging process using the
commercial software package Comsol. A conical tip of 8 µm length and apex radius r = 25 nm
length is placed above a sample modeled by metallic permittivity of εM = -1200 + 750i on the left
side (x < 0 nm) and a dielectric material of εD = 1.05 + 0.19i (Al2O3)36 on the right side (x > 0
nm) of the material boundary at x = 0 nm (see illustration in Fig. 4a). We assume a p-polarized
plane wave illumination (electric field Ein) at 32 THz at an angle of α = 60° relative to the tip
axis, as in our s-SNOM. The tip-scattered electric field Esca is proportional to the complex-valued
dipole moment P, calculated numerically according to37
 
,
 
where is the surface charge density, r  is the radius vector, and the integral is carried out over the
whole tip surface. Note that P can be considered as the sum of the tip’s dipole moment p0 arising
from the polarization induced by the incoming radiation Ein and the induced dipole moment pind
originating from the tip’s near-field interaction with the sample, the latter yielding the s-SNOM
signal. To simulate the measured s-SNOM signal we have to take into account that the tip is
oscillating, and the detector signal is demodulated at higher harmonics of nΩ. Accordingly, we
first calculate the scattered field, Esca(zt), as a function of tip height zt above the sample.
Assuming a vertical sinusoidal motion of the tip with frequency Ω and tapping amplitude A =
24.5 nm, we calculate the time evolution of the detector signal Esca(zt(t)) with zt(t) = 0.5 + A/2 *
(1 + Cos(Ωt)). The n-th Fourier coefficient of Esca(zt(t)) is then the mathematical analogue of the
complex-valued s-SNOM signal . By calculating sn as a function of tip position xt, we obtain the
simulated line profile sn(xt) across the material boundary. The blue curve in Fig. 4b shows the
result obtained for demodulation at n = 4. For comparison, we also show the experimental line
profile s4(x) (red dots, same data as in Fig. 2c). A good match between the simulated and the
experimental line profiles is found after normalization of both near-field profiles to their average
value on metal. We note that the model over-predicts the asymmetry slightly, essentially on the
dielectric side of the material boundary. We explain this observation by differences in tip and
sample geometry in experiment and simulations. For example, we simulate a perfect material
boundary and a perfect conical metal tip, while in the experiment the sample´s material boundary
is slightly rounded (see Fig. 1) and the tip has a more complicated (pyramidal) shape. We did not
take into account the more complicated geometry in the simulation due to limited computation
power. We further note that no lateral shift in x-direction was applied to the simulated data (Fig.
2c) in order to match the experimental data, which confirms the position of the material boundary
found by the fitting procedure introduced in Fig. 2. Most importantly, the simulation clearly
confirms the asymmetry of s-SNOM line profiles across a material boundary.
 
To explain the asymmetry of the line profiles, we show in Fig. 4d the calculated electric near-
field distribution around the tip apex, Enf/Ein, for different tip positions xt. On the metal and
dielectric surface, far away from the material boundary at xt = -100 nm and xt = 100 nm,
respectively, we observe that the near-field distribution in the plane of the sample (x-y-plane) is
symmetric. However, the near field confinement is markedly different, indicating a larger probing
range of the tip on the dielectric side. When the tip approaches the boundary from the dielectric
side, the near-field distribution is already significantly modified at xt = 10 nm, revealing a near-
field interaction with metal across the material boundary. Subsequently, the tip-scattered field and
the s-SNOM amplitude signals sn increase. On the other hand, when the tip approaches the
boundary from the metal side, a significant modification of the near-field distribution requires the
tip to be closer than 5 nm to the interface (xt > -5 nm). We explain this finding by the screening of
the tip’s near fields by the metal sample, which reduces the probing range and prevents the
detection of the material boundary via the tip-scattered field for tip-boundary distances larger
than 5 nm. The absence of strong near-field screening on the dielectric side thus explains the
asymmetry of the s-SNOM line profiles across the boundary between metal and dielectric. In the
experiment, the near-field screening by the metal is reduced due to the rounded edge of the
material interface (see Fig. 1), resulting in a reduced asymmetry of the measured line profiles
compared to the simulated one (Fig. 4b). We expect that the near-field screening is less important
for boundaries between two materials with low dielectric contrast, which would make s-SNOM
for boundaries between two materials with low dielectric contrast, which would make s-SNOM
line profiles more symmetric. We finally note the electric near-field distribution below the tip
apex can be well approximated by a Lorentzian function (Fig. 4d). This observation might
explain why the s-SNOM line profiles can be well fitted by the integral of Lorentzian functions,
but certainly further studies are required for a more comprehensive understanding. Although the
presented results are discussed in the context of s-SNOM, we expect the same effect of screening
to occur in images acquired by other AFM-based optical microscopy techniques, such as tip-
enhanced photothermal expansion microscopy38 and photoinduced force microscopy39 that rely
on the material profiling via tip-enhanced near fields.
 
In summary, we showed that the read/write head of a HDD can serve well as a topography-free
test sample for fundamental s-SNOM experiments. It allowed for detailed studies of contrast,
resolution, and shape of material boundaries, yielding unprecedented insights into the image
contrast formation. Using tips with a standard apex diameter of about 50 nm, we find that the
width w of a material boundary in s-SNOM images is around 20 nm, which is in agreement with
former reports. However, the line profiles exhibit an asymmetry that has not been observed
before, which we corroborate via numerical calculations. The asymmetry can be explained by the
tip-sample near-field interaction, which has significant spatial variations across material
boundaries. Particularly, we find that the near field at the tip apex is strongly screened on the
metal side, which reduces the apparent width of the material boundary in s-SNOM images.  We
expect that a similar effect will occur at the boundary between two dielectric materials of high
and low refractive index because the screening by polarization charges in high-index dielectrics
is nearly as large as in metals. Considering this effect will be of critical importance for avoiding
misinterpretation of asymmetric line profiles as, for example, continuous (i.e. not sharp) changes
of dielectric properties caused by non-uniform doping, directional diffusion, etc. In the future, it
will also be interesting to study how near-field screening affects the spatial resolution when two
closely spaced objects are imaged. We further envision that near-field screening could be
exploited to increase the s-SNOM resolution for molecule imaging, for example by depositing
them on top of a sharp material boundary. We finally note that with custom-made ultra-sharp tips
of 5 nm diameter we can reduce the apparent material boundary to about 5 nm. On the other
hand, both the signal and S/N ratio decrease for sharper tips, which will require to increase the
field enhancement at the apex of ultra-sharp tips, for example by engineering and optimizing the
antenna performance of the tip shaft.
 
 
Methods
 
Averaging of line profiles.
The presented IR and THz line profiles in Fig. 2 recorded with the Pt/Ir are the averages of 20
single line profiles. Before averaging, we cross-correlated the line profiles for the second
demodulation order n=2 in order to obtain the lateral offset between them.  We then corrected for
this lateral offset for each demodulation order n=2,3,4. We used the second demodulation order
for finding the offsets because it provides a better SN than higher orders, which enables a higher
accuracy of the cross-correlation. For the W tip line profiles presented in Fig.  3, the same
procedure was applied using 50 line profiles in total.
 
FIB fabrication of ultra-sharp tips
The tungsten tips were fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) machining using a Helios 450s
electron microscope (FEI, Netherlands We used standard Si atomic force microscopy (AFM)
cantilevers and first made a cylindrical grove into the tip. Then, a high aspect ratio bullet was
milled out of a solid tungsten wire, cut at around 12 µm length, and fitted into the cylindrical
grove in the Si cantilever. The cone was attached by FIB induced deposition of silicon
oxide. Details of this procedure can be found in reference 25. Finally, the tip apex was sharpened
by circular ion milling along the tip axis, as described in detail in reference 32. To reach a very
small tip apex diameter of 6 nm it is crucial to gradually reduce the milling current down to
about 7 pA. Note that fabrication of ultra-sharp tips with radii as small as 3 nm required a hard
about 7 pA. Note that fabrication of ultra-sharp tips with radii as small as 3 nm required a hard
material such as W. With Pt/Ir we achieved apex radii of about 10 nm and with Au not better
than 12 nm. We assign this finding to diffusion of metal atoms under ion bombardment, which is
higher for Au than for Pt/Ir and W. Further studies are needed to clarify the mechanisms involved
in the tip sharpening process.
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- S3: Comparison of asymmetric vs. symmetric fit on s-SNOM line profiles measured
with the W-tip
- S4: IR and THz line profiles without vertical offset for comparison of contrast for
different demodulation orders.
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